
Features:

 3 8-bit IO ports PA, PB, PC

 PA can be set for Modes 0, 1, 2. PB for 0,1 and PC for mode 0 and for BSR. Modes 1
and 2 are interrupt driven.

 PC  has  2  4-bit  parts:  PC  upper  (PCU)  and  PC  lower  (PCL),  each  can  be  set
independently for I or O. Each PC bit can be set/reset individually in BSR mode.

 PA and PCU are Group A (GA) and PB and PCL are Group B (GB)

 Address/data bus must be externally demux'd.

 TTL compatible.

 Improved dc driving capability

The 8255A is  a programmable peripheral  interface (PPI)  device designed for use in Intel
microcomputer  systems.  Its  function  is  that  of  a  general  purposes  I/O  component  to
Interface  peripheral  equipment  to  the  microcomputer  system  bush.  The  functional
configuration of the 8255A is programmed by the systems software so that normally no
external logic is necessary to interface peripheral devices or structures.
ARCHITECTURE OF 8255 PPI:



The port A lines are identified by  symbols PA0-PA7 while the port C lines are
identified as PC4-PC7 similarly. Group B contains an 8-bit port B, containing lines PB0- PB7
and a 4-bit port C with lower bits PC0-PC3. The port C upper and port C lower can be
used in combination as an 8-bit port C. Both the port Cs is assigned the same address.
Thus one may have either three 8-bit I/O ports or two 8-bit and two 4-bit I/O ports
from
8255. All of these ports can function independently  either as input or as output ports.
This  can be achieved by programming the bits of an internal register of 8255 called as
control word register (CWR). The internal block diagram and the pin configuration of 8255
are shown in figs.

The 8-bit data bus buffer is controlled by  the read/write control logic. The
read/write control logic manages all of the internal and external transfer of both data and
control words. RD, WR, A1, A0 and RESET are the inputs, provided by the microprocessor
to READ/WRITE control logic of 8255. The 8-bit, 3-state bidirectional buffer is used to
interface the 8255 internal data bus with the external system data bus.  This buffer
receives or transmits data upon the execution of input or output instructions  by the
microprocessor. The control words or status information is also transferred through the
buffer.
Pin Diagram of 8255A

The pin configuration of 8255 is shown in fig.
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read/write control logic manages all of the internal and external transfers
of both data and control words.

    RD,WR, A1, A0 and RESET are the inputs provided by the microprocessor to the

READ/ WRITE control logic of 8255. The 8-bit, 3-state bidirectional buffer is
used to interface the 8255 internal data bus with the external system data bus.

    This   buffer receives   or   transmits   data  upon   the execution   of input  or
output  instructions by  the microprocessor. The control words or status
information is also transferred through the buffer.

The signal description of 8255 is briefly presented as follows:

    PA7-PA0: These are eight port A lines that acts as either latched output   or
buffered input lines depending upon the control word loaded into the control
word register.

    PC7-PC4: Upper nibble of port C lines. They may act as either output latches or

input buffers lines.

    This port also can be used for generation of handshake lines in mode1 or mode2.

    PC3-PC0: These are the lower port C lines; other details are the same as PC7-
PC4 lines.

    PB0-PB7: These are the eight port B lines which are used as latched output lines
or buffered input lines in the same way as port A.

    RD: This is the input line driven by the microprocessor and should be low to
indicate read operation to 8255.

    WR: This is an input line driven by the microprocessor.  A low on this line
indicates write operation.

    CS: This is a chip select line. If this line goes low, it enables the 8255 to respond
to RD and WR signals, otherwise RD and WR signal are neglected.

    D0-D7: These are the data bus lines those carry data or control word to/from
the

microprocessor.

    RESET:Logic high on this line clears the control word register of 8255. All ports



are set as input ports by default after reset.
    A1-A0: These are the address input lines and are driven by the microprocessor.

    These lines A1-A0 with RD, WR and CS from the following operations for 8255.

These address lines are used for addressing any one of the four registers,
i.e. three ports and a control word register as given in table below.

In case of 8086 systems, if the 8255 is to be interfaced with lower order data bus, the

A0 and A1 pins of 8255 are connected with A1 and A2 respectively.

Operational modes of 8255

There are two basic operational modes of 8255:

 Bit set/reset mode (BSR mode).

 Input/Output mode (I/O mode).

The two modes are selected on the basis of the value present at the D7 bit of the control
word register. When D7 = 1, 8255 operates in I/O mode, and when D7 = 0, it operates in the
BSR mode.

Bit set/reset (BSR) mode

The Bit Set/Reset (BSR) mode is applicable to port C only. Each line of port C (PC0 - PC7) can
be set/reset  by suitably  loading the control  word register.  BSR mode and I/O mode are
independent and selection of BSR mode does not affect the operation of other ports in I/O
mode. 



8255 BSR mode

 D7 bit is always 0 for BSR mode.

 Bits D6, D5 and D4 are don't care bits.

 Bits D3, D2 and D1 are used to select the pin of Port C.

 Bit D0 is used to set/reset the selected pin of Port C.

Selection of port C pin is determined as follows:

B3 B2 B1 Bit/pin of port C selected
0 0 0 PC0

0 0 1 PC1

0 1 0 PC2

0 1 1 PC3

1 0 0 PC4

1 0 1 PC5

1 1 0 PC6

1 1 1 PC7

As an example, if it is needed that PC5 be set, then in the control word,

1. Since it is BSR mode, D7 = '0'.

2. Since D4, D5, D6 are not used, assume them to be '0'.

3. PC5 has to be selected, hence, D3 = '1', D2 = '0', D1 = '1'.

4. PC5 has to be set, hence, D0 = '1'.

Thus, as per the above values, 0B (Hex) will be loaded into the Control Word Register (CWR).
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Input/Output mode



This mode is selected when D7 bit of the Control Word Register is 1. There are three I/O
modes.

1. Mode 0 - Simple I/O

2. Mode 1 - Strobed I/O

3. Mode 2 - Strobed Bi-directional I/O

Control Word Format

I/O Control Word Format

 D0,  D1,  D3,  D4 are  assigned  for  port  C  lower,  port  B,  port  C  upper  and  port  A
respectively. When these bits are 1, the corresponding port acts as an input port. For
e.g., if D0 = D4 = 1, then lower port C and port A act as input ports. If these bits are 0,
then the corresponding port acts as an output port. For e.g., if D1 = D3 = 0, then port
B and upper port C act as output ports.

 D2 is used for mode selection of Group B (port B and lower port C). When D2 = 0,
mode 0 is selected and when D2 = 1, mode 1 is selected.

 D5 & D6 are used for mode selection of Group A ( port A and upper port C). The
selection is done as follows:

D6 D5 Mode
0 0 0
0 1 1
1 X 2

 As it is I/O mode, D7 = 1.

For example, if port B and upper port C have to be initialized as input ports and lower port C
and port A as output ports (all in mode 0):

1. Since it is an I/O mode, D7 = 1.

2. Mode selection bits, D2, D5, D6 are all 0 for mode 0 operation.



3. Port B and upper port C should operate as Input ports, hence, D1 = D3 = 1.

4. Port A and lower port C should operate as Output ports, hence, D4 = D0 = 0.

Hence,  for  the desired operation,  the control  word register  will  have to be loaded with
"10001010" = 8A (hex).

A) Mode 0 - simple I/O

In this mode, the ports can be used for simple I/O operations without handshaking signals.
Port A, port B provide simple I/O operation. The two halves of port C can be either used
together as an additional 8-bit port, or they can be used as individual 4-bit ports. Since the
two halves of port C are independent, they may be used such that one-half is initialized as
an input port while the other half is initialized as an output port.

The input/output features in mode 0 are as follows:

1. Output ports are latched.

2. Input ports are buffered, not latched.

3. Ports do not have handshake or interrupt capability.

4. With 4 ports, 16 different combinations of I/O are possible.

Mode 0 – input mode

 In the input mode, the 8255 gets data from the external peripheral ports and the
CPU reads the received data via its data bus.

 The CPU first selects the 8255 chip by making CS low. Then it selects the desired port
using A0 and A1 lines.

 The CPU then issues an  RD signal  to  read the data from the external  peripheral
device via the system data bus.

Mode 0 - output mode

 In the output mode, the CPU sends data to 8255 via system data bus and then the
external peripheral ports receive this data via 8255 port.

 CPU first selects the 8255 chip by making  CS low. It then selects the desired port
using A0 and A1 lines.

 CPU then issues a  WR signal to write data to the selected port via the system data
bus. This data is then received by the external peripheral device connected to the
selected port.



b) Mode 1: ( Strobed input/output mode ) In this mode the handshaking control the
input  and  output  action of  the  specified  port.  Port  C  lines PC0-PC2, provide  strobe
or  handshake lines for port B. This group which includes port B and PC0-PC2 is called  as
group B for Strobed data input/output. Port C lines PC3-PC5 provides strobe lines for portA.
This group including  port A and PC3-PC5  from group A. Thus port C is utilized  for
generating handshake signals.

The salient features of mode 1 are listed as follows:

1.   Two groups – group A and group B are available for strobed data transfer.

2.   Each group contains one 8-bit data I/O port and one 4-bit control/data port.

3.   The  8-bit  data  port  can  be  either used  as  input  and  output  port.  The inputs
andoutputs both are latched.

4.   Out of 8-bit port C, PC0-PC2 are used to generate control signals for port B

andPC3-PC5 are used to generate control signals for port A. the lines PC6, PC7
may be used as independent data lines.

The control signals for both the groups in input and output modes are explained as
follows:
Input control signal defnitions (mode 1):

•    STB (Strobe input) – If this lines falls to logic low level, the data available at
8-bit input port is loaded into input latches.

• IBF (Input buffer full) – If this signal rises to logic 1, it indicates that data
has been loaded into latches, i.e. it works as an acknowledgement. IBF is set by
a low on STB and is reset by the rising edge of RD input.

• INTR  (Interrupt request)  –  This  active  high  output  signal  can  be  used
to interrupt the CPU whenever an input device requests the service. INTR is set
by  a  high STB  pin and a high at IBF pin. INTE is an internal flag that can be
controlled by the bit set/reset mode of either PC4 (INTEA) or PC2 (INTEB) as
shown in fig.

• INTR is reset by a falling edge of RD input. Thus an external input device can
be request the service of the processor by putting the data on the bus
and sending the strobe signal.

Output control signal definitions (mode 1):
• OBF  (Output  buffer  full)  –  This  status  signal,  whenever  falls  to  low,

indicates that CPU has written data to the specified output port. The OBF flip-
flop will beset by a rising edge of WR signal and reset by a low going edge at
the ACK input.

• ACK  (Acknowledge input)  –  ACK  signal  acts  as  an  acknowledgement  to be
given by an output device. ACK signal, whenever low, informs the CPU that
the data transferred by the CPU to the output device through the port is
received by the output device.

• INTR  (Interrupt request)  –  Thus  an  output  signal  that  can  be  used  to
interrupt the CPU when an output device acknowledges the data received from
the CPU.INTR is set when ACK, OBF and  INTE are 1.  It is reset by a





c)       Mode 2 (Strobed bidirectional I/O): This mode of operation of 8255 is
alsocalled  as   strobed bidirectional I/O. This mode of operation provides 8255 with
additional features  for communicating with a peripheral device on an 8-bit databus.
Handshaking signals are provided   to   maintain   proper  data   flow  andsynchronization
between  the  data  transmitter and receiver. The interruptgeneration and other functions
are similar to mode 1.



In this mode, 8255 is a bidirectional 8-bit port with handshake signals. The Rd and
WR signals decide whether the 8255 is going to operate as an input port or output port.
The Salient features of Mode 2 of 8255 are listed as follows:

1.   The single 8-bit port in group A is available.

2.   The 8-bit port is bidirectional and additionally a 5-bit control port is available.

3.   Three I/O lines are available at port C.( PC2 – PC0 )

4.   Inputs and outputs are both latched.

5.   The   5-bit   control   port   C   (PC3-PC7)   is   used   for   generating   /
accepting handshake signals for the 8-bit data transfer on port A.

Control signal definitions in mode 2:

 INTR – (Interrupt request) As in mode 1, this control signal is active high
and is used to interrupt the microprocessor to ask for transfer of the next data
byte to/from it. This signal is used for input (read) as well as output (write)
operations.

     Control Signals for Output operations:

 OBF (Output buffer full) – This signal, when falls to low level, indicates
that the CPU has written data to port A.

 ACK   (Acknowledge)  This  control  input,   when   falls  to  logic   low   level,
Acknowledges that the previous data   byte   is received   by  the   destination
and next byte may be sent by the processor. This signal enables the internal tri
state buffers to send the next data byte on port A.

     INTE1 ( A flag associated with OBF ) This can be controlled by bit t/reset mode

with PC6.
Control signals for input operations:
 STB  (Strobe  input)a  low  on  this  line  is  used  to  strobe  in  the  data  into

the input Latches of 8255.
 IBF (Input buffer full) when the data is loaded into input buffer, this signal

rises to logic „1‟. This can be used as an acknowledge that the data has been
received by the receiver.

     The  waveforms  in  fig  show  the  operation  in  Mode  2  for  output  as  well
as input port.

     Note: WR must occur before ACK and STB must be activated before RD.





8253(PROGRAMMABLE INTERVAL TIMER/COUNTER): The Intel 8253 and
8254 are Programmable Interval Timers (PITs), which perform timing and counting functions
using  three  16-bit  counters.[1] They  were  primarily  designed  for  the  Intel  8080/8085-
processors,  but later  used in x86-systems.  They (or  an equivalent circuit  embedded in a
larger chip) are found in all  IBM PC compatibles. The Intel 82c54 variant handles up to 10
MHz clock signals.

The timer has three counters, called channels. Each channel can be programmed to
operate  in  one  of  six  modes.  Once  programmed,  the  channels  can  perform their  tasks
independently. The timer is usually assigned to  IRQ-0 (highest priority hardware interrupt)
because of the critical function it performs and because so many devices depend on it.

Counters

There are 3 counters (or timers), which are labeled as "Counter 0", "Counter 1" and
"Counter 2".[3] Each counter has 2 input pins – "CLK" (clock input) and "GATE" – and 1-pin,
"OUT", for data output. The 3 counters are 16-bit down counters independent of each other,
and can be easily read by the CPU.

In the original IBM PCs, the first counter (selected by setting A1=A0=0, see Control
Word Register below)  is  used  to  generate  a  timekeeping interrupt.  The  second counter
(A1=0, A0=1) is used to trigger the refresh of DRAM memory. The last counter (A1=1, A0=0)
is used to generate tones via the PC speaker.

Besides the counters, a typical Intel 8253 microchip also contains the following components:

Data/Bus Buffer

This block contains the logic to buffer the data bus to / from the microprocessor, and
to the internal registers. It has 8 input pins, usually labelled as D7..D0, where D7 is the MSB.

Read/Write Logic

The Read/Write Logic block has 5 pins, which are listed below. Notice that "/X" denotes
an active low signal.

 /RD: read signal

 /WR: write signal

 /CS: chip select signal

 A0, A1: address lines
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Operation  mode  of  the  PIT  is  changed  by  setting  the  above  hardware  signals.  For
example, to write to the Control  Word Register,  one needs to set /CS=0, /RD=1, /WR=0,
A1=A0=1.

Control Word Register

This register contains the programmed information which will be sent (by the to the
device. It defines how the PIT logically works. Each access to these ports takes about 1 µs.

To initialize the counters, the microprocessor must write a control word (CW) in this
register. This can be done by setting proper values for the pins of the Read/Write Logic block
and then by sending the control word to the Data/Bus Buffer block.

The control word register contains 8 bits, labeled D7..D0 (D7 is the MSB).

When setting the PIT, the microprocessor first sends a control message, then a count
message  to  the  PIT.  The  counting  process  will  start  after  the  PIT  has  received  these
messages, and, in some cases, if it detects the rising edge from the GATE input signal.

On PCs the address for timer0 (chip) is at port 40h..43h like described and the second
timer1 (chip) is at 50h..53h.
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O
peration Modes

The D3, D2, and D1 bits of the Control Word set the operating mode of the timer.
There are 6 modes in total; for modes 2 and 3, the D3 bit is ignored, so the missing modes 6
and 7 are aliases for modes 2 and 3. Notice that, for modes 0, 2, 3 and 4, GATE must be set
to HIGH to enable counting. For mode 5, the rising edge of GATE starts the count. For details
on each mode, see the reference links.

Mode 0 (000): Interrupt on Terminal Count

Mode 0 is used for the generation of accurate time delay under software control. In
this mode, the counter will start counting from the initial COUNT value loaded into it, down
to 0. Counting rate is equal to the input clock frequency.

The OUT pin is set low after the Control Word is written, and counting starts one
clock cycle after the COUNT programmed. OUT remains low until the counter reaches 0, at
which point OUT will be set high until the counter is reloaded or the Control Word is written.
The Gate signal should remain active high for normal counting. If Gate goes low, counting
gets terminated and current count is latched till Gate pulse goes high again. The first byte of
the new count when loaded in the count register, stops the previous count.

Mode 1 (001): Programmable One Shot

In this mode 8253 can be used as  Monostable Multivibrator. GATE input is used as
trigger input. OUT will be initially high. OUT will go low on the Clock pulse following a trigger
to begin the one-shot pulse, and will remain low until the Counter reaches zero. OUT will
then go high and remain high until the CLK pulse after the next trigger.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monostable_Multivibrator


After writing the Control  Word and initial  count,  the Counter is  armed. A trigger
results in loading the Counter and setting OUT low on the next CLK pulse, thus starting the
one-shot pulse. An initial count of N will result in a one-shot pulse N CLK cycles in duration.

The one-shot is retriggerable, hence OUT will remain low for N CLK pulses after any
trigger.  The  one-shot  pulse  can  be  repeated without  rewriting the  same count  into  the
counter.  GATE has  no effect  on OUT.  If  a  new count  is  written to the Counter  during a
oneshot pulse, the current one-shot is not affected unless the counter is retriggered. In that
case, the Counter is loaded with the new count and the oneshot pulse continues until the
new count expires.

Mode 2 (X10): Rate Generator

In this mode, the device acts as a divide-by-n counter, which is commonly used to
generate a real-time clock interrupt.

Like other modes, counting process will start the next clock cycle after COUNT is sent.
OUT will then remain high until the counter reaches 1, and will go low for one clock pulse.
OUT will then go high again, and the whole process repeats itself.

The time between the high pulses depends on the preset count in the counter's
register, and is calculated using the following formula:

Note  that  the  values  in  the  COUNT register  range  from  to  1;  the  register  never
reaches zero.

Mode 3 (X11): Square Wave Generator

This mode is similar to mode 2. However, the duration of the high and low clock
pulses of the output will be different from mode 2. Suppose N is the number loaded into the
counter (the COUNT message), the output will be

 high for  N / 2 counts, and low for  N /2 counts, if N is even.

 high for N + 1 / 2counts, and low for N – ½  counts, if N is odd.

Mode 4 (100): Software Triggered Strobe

After Control  Word and COUNT is loaded,  the output will  remain high until the counter
reaches zero. The counter will then generate a low pulse for 1 clock cycle (a strobe) – after
that the output will become high again.

Mode 5 (101): Hardware Triggered Strobe

This mode is similar to mode 4. However, the counting process is triggered by the GATE
input.



After receiving the Control Word and COUNT, the output will be set high. Once the device
detects a rising edge on the GATE input, it will start counting. When the counter reaches 0,
the output will go low for one clock cycle – after that it will become high again, to repeat the
cycle on the next rising edge of GATE.

8259 (PIC): The processor 8085 had five hardware interrupt pins. Out of these five interrupt
pins, four pins were allotted fixed vector addresses but the pin INTR was not allotted any
vector  address,  rather  an  external  device  was  supposed  to  hand  over  the  type  of  the
interrupt, i.e. (Type 0 to 7 for RST0 to RST7), to the microprocessor. The microprocessor then
gets this type and derives the interrupt vector address from that. Consider an application,
where a number of I/O devices connected with a CPU desire to transfer data using interrupt
driven data transfer mode. In these types of applications, more number of interrupt pins are
required than available in a typical microprocessor.

 Moreover, in these multiple interrupt systems, the processor will have to take care of
the priorities for the interrupts, simultaneously occur· ring at the interrupt request pins. To
overcome all these difficulties, we require a programmable interrupt controller which is able
to  handle  a  number  of  interrupts  at  a  time.  This  controller  takes  care  of  a  number  of
simultaneously appearing interrupt requests along with their types and priorities. This will
relieve the processor from all  these tasks.  The programmable interrupt controller  8259A
from Intel is one such device. The predecessor 8259 was designed to operate only with 8-bit
processors like 8085. A modified version, 8259A was later introduced that is compatible with
8-bit as well as 16-bit processors.



Architecture and Signal Descriptions of 8259A:

The architectural block diagram of 8259A is shown in Fig. The functional explanation of each
block is given in the following text in brief.

Interrupt Request Register (IRR)

The interrupts at IRQ input lines are handled by Interrupt Request Register internally. IRR
stores all the interrupt requests in it in order to serve them one by one on the priority basis.

In-Service Register (ISR)

This stores all  the interrupt requests those are being served, i.e ISR keeps a track of the
requests being served.

Priority Resolver

This unit determines the priorities of the interrupt requests appearing simultaneously. The
highest priority is selected and stored into the corresponding bit of ISR during INTA pulse.
The IR0 has the highest priority while the IR7 has the lowest one, normally in fixed priority
mode. The priorities however may be altered by programming the 8259A in rotating priority
mode.

Interrupt Mask Register (IMR) 

This register stores the bits required to mask the interrupt puts. IMR operates on IRR at the
direction of the Priority Resolver.

Interrupt Control Logic

This block manages the interrupt and interrupt acknowledge sigD8ls to be sent to the CPU
for  serving one of  the eight  interrupt  requests.  This  also accepts  interrupt  acknowledge
(INTA) signal from CPU that causes the 8259A to release vector address on to the data bus.

Data Bus Buffer 

This tristate bidirectional buffer interfaces internal 8259A bus to the microprocessor system
data bus. Control words, status and vector information pass through buffer during read or
write operations.

Read write Control Logic

This circuit accepts and decodes commands from the CPU. This also allows the status of the
8259A to be transferred on to the data bus.



Cascade Buffer/Comparator

This block stores and compares the ID's of all the 8259As used in the system. The three I/O
pins CAS0-2 are outputs when the 8259A is used as a master. The same pins act as inputs
when  the  8259A  is  in  slave  mode.  The  8259A  in  master  mode  sends  the  ID  of  the
interrupting  slave  device  on  these  lines.  The  slave  thus  selected,  will  send  its  pre
programmed  vector  address  on  the  data  bus  during  the  next  INTA  pulse.
Figure 1.2 shows the pin configuration of 8259A, followed by their functional description of
each of the signals in brief.

CS  :  This  is  an  active-low  chip  select  signal  for  enabling  RD*  and  WR*  operations  of
8259A.INTA* function is independent of CS*.

WR* :  This  pin  is  an  active-low write  enable  input  to  8259A.  This  enables  it  to  accept
command words from CPU.

RD* :This is an active-low read enable input to 8259A. A low on this line enables 8259A to
release status onto the data bus of CPU. D7-D0 These pins form a bidirectional data bus that
carries  8-bit  data either  to control  word or  from status  word registers.  This  also carries
interrupt vector information.



CASo-CAS2:  Cascade  Lines  A  single  8259A  provides  eight  vectored  interrupts.  If  more
interrupts are required, the 8259A is used in cascade mode. In cascade mode, a master
8259A along with eight slaves 8259A can provide up to 64 vectored interrupt lines. These
three lines act as select lines for addressing the slaves 8259A.

PS*/EN*: This pin is a dual purpose pin. When the chip is used in buffered mode, it can be
used as buffer enable to control buffer transreceivers. If this is not used in buffered mode
then the pin is used as input to designate whether the chip is used as a master (SP = 1) or a
slave (EN = 0).

INT:  This  pin  goes  high  whenever  a  valid  interrupt  request  is  asserted.  This  is  used  to
interrupt the CPU and is connected to the interrupt input of CPU.

IR0-IR7 (1nterrupt requests): These pins act as inputs to accept interrupt requests to the
CPU. In edge triggerred mode, an interrupt service is requested by raising an IR pin from a
low to a high state and holding it high until it is acknowledged, and just by latching it to high
level, if used in level triggered mode.

INTA* (Interrupt acknowledge): This pin is an input used to strobe-in 8259A interrupt vector
data on to the data bus. In conjunction with CS, WR, and RD pins, this selects the different
operations like, writing command words, reading status word, etc.

The device 8259A can be interfaced with any CPU using either polling or interrupt. In
polling, the CPU keeps on checking each peripheral  device in sequence to ascertain if  it
requires any service from the CPU. If any such service request is noticed, the CPU serves the
request and then goes on to the next device in sequence. After all the peripheral devices are
scanned as above the CPU again starts from the first device. This type of system operation
results in the reduction of processing speed because most of the CPU time is consumed in
polling the peripheral devices.

In the interrupt driven method, the CPU performs the main processing task till it is
interrupted by a service requesting peripheral device. The net processing speed of these
type of systems is high because the CPU serves the peripheral only if it receives the interrupt
request.  If  more  than one  interrupt  requests  are  received  at  a  time,  all  the  requesting
peripherals are served one by one on priority basis. This method of interfacing may require
additional hardware if number of peripherals to be interfaced is more than the interrupt pins
available with the CPU.

Interrupt Sequence in an 8086 System: 

The interrupt sequence in an 8086-8259A system is described as follows:

1. One or more IR lines are raised high that set corresponding IRR bits.

2. 8259A resolves priority and sends an INT signal to CPU.

3. The CPU acknowledges with INTA pulse.



4. Upon receiving an INTA signal from the CPU, the highest priority ISR bit is set and the
corresponding IRR bit is reset. The 8259A does not drive data bus during this period.

5. The 8086 will initiate a second INTA pulse. During this period 8259A releases an 8-bit
pointer on to data bus from where it is read by the CPU.

 6. This completes the interrupt cycle. The ISR bit is reset at the end of the second INTA pulse
if automatic end of interrupt (AEOI) mode is programmed. Otherwise ISR bit remains set
until an appropriate EOI command is issued at the end of interrupt subroutine.



Command Words of 8259A

The command words of  8259A are classified in two groups,  viz.  initialization command
words (ICWs) and operation command words (OCWs)Initialization Command Words (ICWs)
Before it starts functioning, the 8259A must be initialized by writing two to four command
words  into  the  respective  command  word  registers.  These  are  called  as  initialization
command words (ICWs). If A0 = 0 and D4 = 1, the control word is recognized as ICW1 It
contains the control bits for edge/level triggered mode, single/cascade mode, call address
interval and whether ICW4 is required or not, etc. If A0 = 1, the control word is recognized
as ICW2. The ICW2 stores details regarding interrupt vector addresses. The initialisation
sequence of 8259A is described in from of a flow chart in Fig. 1.3. The bit functions of the
ICW1 and  ICW2 are  self  explanatory  as  shown  in  Fig.  1.4.  Once  ICW1 is  loaded,  the
following initialization procedure is carried out internally.

(a)  The  edge  sense  circuit  is  reset,  i.e.  by  default  8259A  interrupts  are  edge
sensitive.

(b) IMR is cleared.

(c) IR7 input is assigned the lowest priority.

(d) Slave mode address is set to 7.

(e) Special mask mode is cleared and status read is set to IRR.

(f)  If  IC4  =  0,  all  the  functions  of  ICW4  are  set  to  zero.  Master/slave  bit  in
ICW4 is used in the buffered mode only.



In an 8085 based system, A15 – A8 of the interrupt vector address are the respective bits of
ICW2. In 8086/88 based system A15 – A11 of the interrupt vector address are inserted in
place of T7 - T3 respectively and the remaining three bits (A8, A9 and A10) are selected
depending upon the interrupt level, i.e. from 000 to 111 for IR0 to IR7.

ICW1 and ICW2 are compulsory command words in initialization sequence of 8259A as is
evident from Fig. 1.3, while ICW3 and ICW4 are optional. The ICW3 is read only when there
are more than one 8259As in the system, i.e. cascading is used (SNGL = 0). The SNGL bit in
ICW1 indicates whether the 8259A is in cascade mode or not. The ICW3 loads an 8-bit slave
register. Its detailed functions are as follows.



In master mode [i.e. SP = 1 or in buffer mode M/S = 1 in ICW4], the 8-bit slave register will
be set bit-wise to '1' for each slave in the system, as shown in Fig. 1.5. The requesting slave
will  then  release  the  second  byte  of
a CALL sequence.

In slave mode [i.e.SP=0 or if BUF=1 and M/S=0 in ICW4] bits D2 to D0 identify the slave, i.e
000 to 111 for slave 1 to slave 8. The slave compares the cascade inputs with these bits and
if they are equal, the second byte if the CALL sequence is released by it on the data bus.





ICW4 The use of this command word depends on the IC4 bit of ICW1. If IC4= 1, ICW4 is
used, otherwise it is neglected. The bit functions of ICW4 are described as follows:

SFNM  Special  fully  nested  mode  is  selected,  if  SFNM  =  1.
BUF If BUF = 1, the buffered mode is selected. In the buffered mode,SP/EN acts as enable
output  and  the  master/slave  is  determined  using  the  M/S  bit  of  ICW4.
M/S If M/S = 1, 8259A is a master. If M/S = 0, 8259A is a slave. If BUF =0, M/S is to be
neglected.
AEOI  If  AEOI  =  1,  the  automatic  end  of  interrupt  mode  is  selected.
μPM  If  the  μPM  bit  is  0,  the  Mcs-85  system  operation  is  selected  and
if/μPM =1, 8086/88 operation is selected.

Operation Command Words

Once  8259A  is  initialized  using  the  previously  discussed  command  words  for
initialisation, it is ready for its normal function, i.e. for accepting the interrupts but 8259A
has its own ways of handling the received interrupts called as modes of operation. These
modes of operations can be selected by programming, i.e. writing three internal registers
called as operation command word registers.  The data written into them (bit  pattern) is
called as operation command words. In the three operation command words OCWl ,OCW2
and OCW3 every bit corresponds to some operational feature of the mode selected, except
for a few bits those are either '1' or '0'. The three operation command words are shown in
Fig. 1.7 (a), (b) and (c) with the bit selection details. OCW1 is used to mask the unwanted
interrupt requests. If the mask bit is '1', the corresponding interrupt request is masked, and
if it is '0', the request is enabled. In OCW2 the three bits, viz. R, SL and EOI control the end of
interrupt, the rotate mode and their combinations as shown in Fig. 1.7

(b), The three bits L2, L1 and L0 in OCW2 determine the interrupt level to be selected for
operation , if the SL bit is active, i.e. '1'. The details of OCW2 are shown in Fig. 1.7(b).

In operation command word 3 (OCW3), if the ESMM bit, i.e. enable special mask mode bit is



set to '1', the SMM bit is enabled to select or mask the special mask mode. When ESMM bit
is '0', the SMM bit is neglected. If the SMM bit, i.e.special mask mode bit is '1', the 8259A
will enter special mask mode provided ESMM = 1.

If ESMM = 1 and SMM = 0, the 8259A will return to the normal mask mode. The details of
bits of OCW3 are given in Fig. 1.7 (c) along with their bit definitions.





SERIAL COMMUNICATION USING 8251

8251 is  a  Universal  Synchronous and Asynchronous Receiver and Transmitter compatible
with  Intel’s  processors.  This  chip  converts  the  parallel  data  into  a  serial  stream  of  bits
suitable for serial transmission. It is also able to receive a serial stream of bits and convert it
into parallel data bytes to be read by a microprocessor.

Basic Modes of data transmission

a)  Simplex
b)  Duplex
c) Half Duplex

a) Simplex mode

Data  is  transmitted  only  in  one  direction  over  a  single  communication
Channel. For example, the processor may transmit data for a CRT display unit
in this mode.

b) Duplex Mode

In duplex mode, data may be transferred between two transreceivers in both
directions  Simultaneously.

c) Half Duplex mode

In this mode, data transmission may take place in either direction, but at a
time  data  may  be  transmitted  only  in  one  direction.  A  computer  may
communicate with a terminal in this mode. It is not possible to transmit data
from the computer to the terminal and terminal to computer simultaneously.

ARCHITECTURE OF 8251 USART:



The data buffer interfaces the internal bus of the circuit with the system bus. The read
/  write  control  logic  controls  the  operation  of  the  peripheral  depending  upon

theoperations initiated by the CPU. C /  decides whether the address on internal
data  bus  is  control  address  /  data  address.  The  modem control  unit  handles  the
modem handshake signals to coordinate the communication between modem and
USART. The transmit control unit transmits the data byte received by the data buffer
from the CPU for serial communication. The transmission rate is controlled by the
input  frequency.  Transmit  control  unit  also  derives  two  transmitter  status  signals
namely TXRDY and TXEMPTY which may be used by the CPU for handshaking. The
transmit  buffer  is  a  parallel  to  serial  converter  that  receives  a  parallel  byte  for
conversion into a serial signal for further transmission.

The receive control unit decides the receiver frequency as controlled by theRXC input
frequency.  The receive control  unit  generates a receiver ready (RXRDY) signal  that
may be used by the CPU for handshaking. This unit also detects a break in the data
string while the 8251 is in asynchronous mode. 

Signal Description of 8251:



Operating Modes of 8251

1.Asynchronousmode
2. Synchronous mode

Asynchronous Mode (Transmission)

When a data character is sent to 8251A by the CPU, it adds start bits prior to the
serial data bits, followed by optional parity bit and stop bits using the asynchronous mode
instruction control word format. This sequence is then transmitted using TXD output pin on
the falling edge of TXC.

Asynchronous Mode (Receive)

A falling edge on RXD input line marks a start bit. The receiver requires only one stop
bit  to  mark  end  of  the  data  bit  string,  regardless  of  the  stop  bit  programmed  at  the
transmitting end. The 8-bit character is then loaded into the into parallel I/O buffer of 8251.



RXRDY  pin  is  raised  high  to  indicate  to  the  CPU  that  a  character  is  ready  for  it.  If
the previous character has not been read by the CPU, the new character replaces it, and the
overrun flag is set indicating that the previous character is lost.

Mode instruction format for Asynchronous mode

Asynchronous Mode Transmit and Receive Formats

Fig. 8.4 Asynchronous Mode Transmit and Receive Formats



Synchronous mode

Synchronous Mode Instruction Format

Synchronous Mode (Transmission)

The TXD output is high until the CPU sends a character to 8251 which usually is a

SYNC character. When  line goes low, the first character is serially transmitted out.

Characters are shifted out on the falling edge of .Data is shifted out at the same rate

as  , over TXD output line. If the CPU buffer becomes empty, the SYNC character or
characters are inserted in the data stream over TXD output.

Synchronous Mode (Receiver)

In this mode, the character synchronization can be achieved internally or externally.

The data on RXD pin is sampled on rising edge of the . The content of the receiver
buffer is compared with the first SYNC character at every edge until it matches. If 8251 is
programmed for two SYNC characters, the subsequent received character is also checked.
When  the  characters  match,  the  hunting  stops.  The  SYNDET  pin  set  high  and  is  reset
automatically by a status read operation. In the external SYNC mode, the synchronization is
achieved by applying a high level on the SYNDET input pin that forces 8251 out of HUNT

mode. The high level can be removed after one cycle. The parity and overrun error
both are checked in the same way as in asynchronous mode.



Synchronous mode Transmit and Receive data format

Command Instruction Defnition

The command instruction controls the actual operations of the selected format like enable
transmit/receive, error reset and modem control. A reset operation returns 8251 back to
mode instruction format.



Status Read Defnition

This definition is used by the CPU to read the status of the active 8251 to confirm if
any error condition or other conditions like the requirement of processor service has been
detected during the operation.



Block Diagram of 8237

8237 Internal Registers

CAR

 The current address register holds a 16-bit memory address used for the
DMA transfer. 

 each  channel  has  its  own  current  address
 register for this purpose.

 When  a  byte  of  data  is  transferred  during  a  DMA  operation,  CAR  is  either
incremented
or decremented. depending on how it is programmed 

CWCR

 The current  word count  register  programs a channel  for  the number of  bytes  to
transferred during a DMA action. 

CR

 The command register programs the operation of the 8237 DMA controller. 

 The  register  uses  bit  position  0  to  select  the  memory-to-memory  DMA  transfer
mode. 



1. Memory-to-memory DMA transfers use DMA channel

2. DMA channel 0 to hold the source address

3. DMA channel 1 holds the destination address

BA and BWC

 The base address (BA) and  base word count (BWC) registers are used
when auto-initialization is selected for a channel. 

 In auto-initialization mode, these registers are used to reload the CAR and CWCR
after the DMA action is completed. 

MR

 The mode register programs the mode of operation for a channel. 

 Each channel has its own mode register as selected by bit positions 1 and 0. 

1. Remaining  bits  of  the  mode  register  select  operation,  auto-initialization,
increment/decrement, and mode for the channel 



BR

 The  bus  request  register is  used  to  request  
a DMA transfer via software. 

1. very useful in memory-to-memory transfers, where an external signal is not
available to begin the DMA transfer

MRSR

 The mask register set/reset sets or clears the channel mask. 



1. if the mask is set, the channel is disabled

2. the  RESET  signal  sets  all  channel  masks
to disable them

MSR

 The  mask  register clears  or  sets  all  of
the masks with one command instead of individual channels, as with the MRSR. 

SR

 The status register shows status of each DMA channel. The TC bits indicate if
the channel has reached its terminal count (transferred all its bytes). 



 When the terminal count is reached, the DMA transfer is terminated for most modes
of operation. 

 The request bits indicate whether the DREQ input for a given channel is active.

8237 Software Commands 

Master clear 

Acts exactly the same as the RESET signal to the 8237. As with the RESET signal, this
command disables all channels 

Clear mask register 

Enables all four DMA channels. 

Clear the first/last flip-flop 

Clears the first/last (F/L) flip-flop within 8237. The F/L flip-flop selects which byte
(low or high order) is read/written in the current address and current count registers.



if F/L = 0, the low-order byte is selected if F/L = 1, the high-order byte is selected Any
read or write to the address or count register automatically toggles the F/L flip-flop. 

UNIT-V
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